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9.3 Electric grid connection

The cost of each design to connect to the power grid will the same. With some calculations the
necessary elements and the amount of each element is found. The calculations and method is
explained in this section as well as the final cost estimation.

Figures 9.3 and 9.6 show the panel and inverter used in the cost estimation of the electronics.
The amount is calculated for 1 MW.

(a) Panel 300 W

Voltage (Voc) 39.9 V
Current (Ioc) 9.8 A
Height X Length X Depth 1649 X 991 X 40 mm
Max yield : 18.35 %
Power 300 W
Cells Monocristalline
Tolerance 3%
Frame colour Black
Background Colour White
Panel Brand BISOL
Yield 17.19 %
Product warranty 10 years
Place of manufacture Europe

(b) Technical properties of solar panel

Figure 9.3: Panel and technical information used in cost estimation of prototype

Source: [Almasolar, 2018]

(a) Inverter 500Kw

MPPT range 570 - 900 V
Starting Voltage 670 V
Input current max 90 A
Height X Length X Depth 760 X 500 X 425 mm
Max yield 98.3 %
MPPI tracker 1
Injection three phase
Input power min panel 45000 W
Panel input power max 55000 W
Internet connection Ethernet
Inverter brand KACO NEW ENERGY
product warranty 5 years
Place of manufacture Europe
Inverter Type Network UPS

(b) Technical properties of the Inverter

Figure 9.6: Inverter used in cost estimation

Source: [Almasolar, 2018]

With these two elements it is possible to calculate how many parallel chains of panels can be
made, and how many panels in series within each chain. The total number of panels in total can
be calculated by dividing 1 MW by 300 W. As such 1000000/300 = 3334 panels are needed in
total.

The nominal input current of each circuit breaker is (In) for the circuit breaker is maximum of
90 A. This has to be bigger than the short circuit current of each panel (Isc) times the number of
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parallel chains (Nparallel) connected to this circuit breaker, with a safety factor of 1.25. As such
equation (9.1) is set up. This is rewritten to equation (9.2) to figure out the parallel lines. This
shows that NParallel is less than 7.27. As such a maximum of seven parallel chains is allowed for
each inverter.

In > Icc ∗ 1.25 ∗Nparallel (9.1)

Nparallel <
In

Icc ∗ 1.25
=> Nparallel <

90

9.9 ∗ 1.25
(9.2)

To calculate the number of panels in each series. The highest point in the MPPT range of the
inverter is divided by the the MPP Voltage of the panels, which is 31.6 V. This is 900/31.6 = 28.48.
As such a maximum of 28 panels are allowed in series. This means that 28 ∗ 7 = 196 panels are
connected per inverter. As 3333 panels are needed this means that 3333/169 = 17 inverters are
needed in total.

Circuit breakers that fit this power requirement need to be found. The circuit breakers just
below have been used in the cost estimation of the electric grid connection. These are however
quite small and not made for a 1 MW park. A DC circuit breaker and an AC circuit breaker are
calculated in accordance to Figure 6.5.

(a) Circuit breaker DC

Source: [myshop, 2018]

(b) Circuit breaker AC

Source: [manomano, 2018]

Figure 9.7: Circuit breakers

Table 9.2 shows the prices of the different circuit breakers and inverters per item and the total
price for 1 MW. The maximum power for both circuit breakers is stated as 6 kW. This means for
each of them 167 circuit breakers are needed, as such the price per unit is multiplied by 167. The
price of each inverter is multiplied by 17, as is calculated before.

Table 9.2: Prices for circuit breakers and inverter, per module and per 1 MW

Price unit Price 1MW
Circuit breaker DC 6000W 245 € 40915 €
Inverter 50000W 4590 € 78030 €
Circuit breaker AC 6000W 312 € 52104 €
TOTAL 171049 €
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9.4 Design 1: Floating Platform

The first design that was created is called the Floating platform. This design consists of a
hexagonal support structure that floats on the water. Within this hexagonal structure, a circular
structure is mounted on an axis that can rotate. The hexagonal outer structure makes it easy for
modules to be mounted together, making this design modular. In Figure 9.8a and overview of this
design is shown. On the outside of the hexagonal structure a tube is placed with small holes in
it. Water is pumped through this tube in order to spray water around to keep it from freezing.
This is detailed in Figure 9.8b.

The advantages of this design is that it is modular and that the panels can rotate and tilt.
Due to the anti freezing mechanism this design should be able to operate during the winter.

The disadvantages of this design is that a lot of space is used for the structure itself and not
for the panels. This means that there is no optimal use of area. Next to that, the estimated cost
of the material will be fairly high compared to other designs.

(a) Overview (b) Detail

Figure 9.8: Isometric view of the floating platform design, consisting of a hexagonal shape to make
the structure float and a circular platform that can rotate

It is estimated that with a radius of 3 meter, 12 panels of 300W can fit on a module. This will
produce in total 3.6Kw. In Table 9.3 the costs of this design can be seen. For the cost estimation
some pipes are taken as the hexagonal structure, totalling 21 meter. For a simple construction a
plastic drum is considered to act as a floater, with one on each side. To anchor the design, steel
chains are considered of 4 meter long anchored to the bottom. With one on each corner of the
hexagon, this totals 4 ∗ 6 = 24 meter. The cost of anchoring depends on the height of the lake.
It is estimated that assembling this design will take around 50 hours, where a well paid engineer
costs around 50 Euros per hour. The total estimated cost of this assembly for 3.6 KW is 7,845 €.
To go to 1 MW this means that 278 modules are needed ( 10003.6 = 277.78). This will mean that the
price for 1 MW is estimated to be 2.2 million Euro’s.

Table 9.3: Price estimation of Floating Platform design, per module

material estimated price per item amount total price

300W solar panels 190 € 12 2,280 €
alluminium circle plate 2000 € 1 2000 €
alluminium pipe 5 € per meter 21 105 €
electronics 360 € 1 360 €
plastic drum (flotations) 40 € 6 240 €
anchoring chains 15 € per meter 24 360 €

subtotal price 5,345 €
Working hours 50 € per hour 50 2,500 €

Total price per module 7,845 €
Total price for 1 MW (7845 ∗ (1000/3.6)) 2,179,167 €
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9.5 Design 2: Off-board engine

This design is a modification of the floating platform design. The biggest change is that the
rotation in this design is not done by an electromotor and a circular platform but by using an
off-board engine. The advantage of this is that these engine can be used to keep the water from
freezing as well. Another advantage is that it is easier to install, as no gearing system is needed for
rotating the platform. The structure can be a complete solid structure. Modularity is still possible
with this design, if all the modules are rotated as if it is one complete structure. The disadvantage
is that rotational control is more difficult to control and will cost more energy. Figure 9.9 shows
a sketch of this design.

When it comes to cost estimation, the difference is that no electrical engines are needed to
rotate the panels separately and the structure is also cheaper. However, off-board engines are
needed. If every module would have their own off-board engine the price would probably be
higher. However, if the complete structure is rotated as one only, the outer modules would require
off-board engines. For this reason, it is estimated that the cost of the offboard engine design for
1 MW is equal to that of the floating platform.

Figure 9.9: Modification of the floating platform design. There are offboard engines for rotation
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9.6 Design 3: Cylindrical shape

This design consists of a cylindrical case with semishpe
rical ends. Within this casing an axis is placed with weights on the bottom. By rotating the

weights to one side, and due to gravity forces, it is possible to rotate the cylindrical shape around
its axis. This is demonstrated in Figure 9.10c. This allows for solar tracking in one axis only.

One benefit that this design presents is ease of rotation and solar tracking. Also the cleaning
and cooling of panels can be done easily with this design by simply submerging the panels.
Moreover, as this design does not rise up high above the water wind will not affect this design
as much as others. Due to the circular design this concept is more resistant against forces from
waves.

(a) Sketch of the overview (b) Inside detail sketch of the
balancing weight

(c) Rotating system graphic
explanation

Figure 9.10: Overview and detail sketch of the cylindrical design

The approximate cost of making one module is shown in the Table 9.4. For the cost estimation
of the pontoon, the cost of a marine rubber airbag of two meters of diameter and twenty of effective
length was taken. The room available for flexible solar panels was considered to be one third of
the cylinder surface, so 59 panels of 0.7m2 can be placed in each module. This panels provide 120
watts each, so each module would be able to provide 7,13kW. Therefore 140 modules would be
required to construct a 1MW solar plant, with an approximated cost of about 1.79 million Euros.

Table 9.4: Cost of a singular module

Material Estimated price per item Amount Total price

Pontoon 4867 € 1 4867 €
Solar panel 107 € 59 6365 €
Motor 406 € 1 405 €
Counterweight 50 € (per m3) 1.5 75 €
Electronics 311 € 1 311 €

Subtotal 12,023 €
Working hours 50 € (per hour) 15 750 €

Total price per module 12,773 €
Total price for 1 MW (12773 ∗ (1000/7.13)) 1,791,445 €
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9.7 Design 4: Adapted Cylindrical shape

The adapted cylindrical design is a different version of the cylindrical design. Instead of putting
bendable solar panels on top of the cylinder, this design has flat panels supported by a structure
placed on top of the cylinder. The benefits of this are that more panels can be placed on the same
area and that tilting has a better effect. A downside is that a heavier counterweight is needed in
order to keep the design in the correct tilt. This also requires more power to turn.

(a) In water (b) Overview

Figure 9.11: Sketch of the adapted cylindrical design, in water and without water

The approximately cost of each module can be seen in the Table 9.5. For cost estimation the
same pontoon as before is used. As no bendable panel is needed, the 300 W non-bendable panels
are used to estimate the cost. On the flat surface 26 of these panels can fit, which totals a power
of 7.8 kW per module. This means that 129 modules are needed for 1 MW. To the cost estimation
the cost of the structure is added and the increase in manual labour hours.

Table 9.5: Estimated cost of the alternate cylindrical design per module

Material Estimated price per item Amount Total price

Pontoon 4867 € 1 4867
Solar panel 198 € 26 5,148
Motor 406 € 1 405
Counterweight 50 € (per cubic meter) 2 100
Structure 19 € 26 494
Electronics 311 € 1 311

Subtotal 11,325
Working hours 50 € (per hour) 15 750

Total price per module 12,075
Total price for 1 MW (12075 ∗ 129) 1,557,675
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9.8 Design 5: Biflotant Design

This design consists of one big floater on one side and multiple smaller ones on the other, connected
with a frame which holds the panels. A sketch can be seen in Figure 9.12a. Rotation of this design
is possible by pumping water in or out of one of the smaller floaters, sinking one side of the structure
in the water. This can be seen in Figure 9.12b. These modules can be put in a park next to each
other with the panels connected in series, building up 1 line. With each module having three
panels totalling 900 W, a total of (1000/0.9 = 1111.1) 1112 modules are needed.

The advantage of this design is that it only needs a pump and valve system to tilt. This
can be the same pump used for an anti-ice sprinkler system. The structure is also fairly simple
with rods and floaters. The disadvantage for this design is that there are only a small number of
tilt-positions.

(a) Overview sketch (b) Profile sketch

Figure 9.12: Sketch of the Biflotant design

For the cost estimation, the cost of one module is estimated and then multiplied by the number
of modules.

Table 9.6: Estimated cost of biflotant design for 1 MW

Item estimated price per item amount Total price

Pipes floater 6 € 7 42 €
Aluminium pipe 5 €/ meter 4.5 22.5 €
Solar panel 300W 220 € 3 660 €
Electronics 310 € 1 310 €
Anchoring 15 €/meter 4 60 €

subtotal 1,094.5 €
working hours 50 €/hour 10 500 €

total price per module 1,594.5 €
total price for 1 MW (1594.5 ∗ 1112) 1,773,084 €
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9.9 Design 6: The pole

This is called the pole design, the idea is to put a big surface of solar panels on a pole that keeps
them above the water. The pole is anchored in concrete on the bottom of the lake, to make sure
it keeps his position. On the top end of the pole there is a mechanism that makes the solar panels
move so they can follow the sun. The idea is to put multiple poles near to each other.

The idea is to form a surface of 100 m², which would be a square of 10m x 10m. One panel
has a surface of 1,6m² so we will need 62 solar panels. Panels of 300W were considered, which
means that 3336 panel will be needed to reach 1 megawatt. After calculations it was found out
that 54 poles are required to make solar park of 1 megawatt.

(a) As seen from the front (b) As seen from the back

Figure 9.13: Sketch of the pole design for the solar

The Table 9.7 shows the cost of each module, and the cost of a 1MW park.

Table 9.7: cost estimation of pole design

Item estimated price per item amount total price

Anchoring 400 € 1 400 €
Pole 600 € 1 600 €
Solar panels 190 € 62 11,780 €
electronics 310 € 1 310 €

subtotal 13,090 €
work hours 50 € 5 250 €

total price per module 13,340 €
total (13340 ∗ 54) 720,360 €
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9.10 Reference: Classical floating solar park

To compare the designs discussed to existing floating solar parks, a cost estimation has been made
on the same way. In Figure 9.14 an existing floating solar park, consisting of pontoons with solar
panels on top, is estimated.

(a) Classical floating solar park (b) Plastic solar panel floaters

Figure 9.14: Classical floating solar park and module

Table 9.8: Estimated cost for classical floating solar panel for 1 MW

Item Estimated price per item Amount Total cost
Plastic solar panel floater 60 € 3333 200000 €
Solar panel 300W 220 € 3333 733260 €
Anchoring 15 €/meter 100 1500 €

Subtotal 934,760 €
Work on 50 €/hour 500 25000 €

Total 959,760 €
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9.11 Comparison

In Table 9.9 the different designs are compared with the cost of a 1 MW park. Next to that the
possible efficiency increases are estimated. These factors include rotation and tilting of the panels
as discussed in Chapter 5.3.2. Rotation and tilt is estimated to increase the power generated
per year by 230% and 90% respectively. For cooling and mirrors an increase of 20% and 30% is
assumed. These increases are tallied up and an estimated output with these factors taken into
consideration is given.

Rotating and tilting however is only useful when there are no clouds. According to the weather
data in Section 4.4 there are only 106 days on average with sunny days in Vaasa. Assuming
that 10% during cloudy days, rotating and tilt has no affect, the efficiency gains are valid only
109/365 = 29.86% of the days. This means that rotation and tilt only offer an efficiency gain of
68.75% and 26.87% respectively on average during a year.

It can be seen that the most expensive design for 1 MW of power is the floating platform
design. This one does however have the most benefit as well

Table 9.9: Comparison of the designs, with estimated efficiency increases and estimated actual
output in MW for each design

Design Cost for 1 Rotation Tilting Cooling Mirrors Total Estimated
1 MW efficiency output
(Million €) increase

Floating 2.2 x x x +116 % 2.16 MW
platform
Off-board 2.2 x x x +116 % 2.16 MW
engine
Cylindrical 1.79 x x +47 % 1.47 MW
shape
Adapted 1.56 x x x +77 % - 97 % 1.77 - 1.97 MW
cylindrical
Biflotant 1.78 x x x +77 % - +97 % 1.77 - 1.97 MW
design
Pole 0.72 x x +96 % 1.96 MW
Reference 0.98 +0 % 1 MW
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9.12 Land price

The ten biggest lakes of Finland are listed in Table 9.10. It shows that there are several lakes
with an area big enough for a 1 MW solar park. However, it is not known if it is legal to build
on these lakes and how much it would cost. As it is always possible to build a solar park on land,
the cost is estimated to build the designs on land as well to get an idea of the total cost.

Table 9.10: Largest lakes in Finland

Name Area (km3)
Saimaa 1377,05
Päijänne 1080,63
Inari 1040,28
Pielinen 894,21
Oulujärvi 887,09
Pihlajavesi 712,59
Orivesi 601,30
Haukivesi 562,31
Keitele 493,59
Kallavesi 472,76

Source: [Wikipedia, 2018a]

In Table 9.11, the price of the area needed for installing a 1MW solar park is shown. This area
is an estimation based on the area of one module multiplied by the number of modules needed.
The price of land is taken as 8 €/m2, calculated in Section 7.3.

Table 9.11: Meter square per design for 1 MW

Area for 1 MW Price
Design 1 10.000 m2 80.000 €
Design 2 10.000 m2 80.000 €
Design 3 9.555 m2 76.440 €
Design 4 9.555 m2 76.440 €
Design 5 10.000 m2 80.000 €
Design 6 15.000 m2 120.000 €

The Table 9.12 shows the total price of every design accounting for the price of the land, the
electrical installation and a 1Km long grid connection. The price of the land comes from Table
9.11. The electrical installation costs are taken from Table 9.2. The grid connection cost is taken
as 100.000 € per Km, multiplied by the number of inverters needed.

Table 9.12: Price for each designs

Price Price Electrical Grid connection
Installation Land Installation connection Total

Design 1 2.200.000 € 80.000 € 171.049 € 1.700.000 € 4.151.049 €
Design 2 2.200.000 € 80.000 € 171.049 € 1.700.000 € 4.151.049 €
Design 3 1.790.000 € 76.440 € 171.049 € 1.700.000 € 3.737.489 €
Design 4 1.660.000 € 76.440 € 171.049 € 1.700.000 € 3.607.489 €
Design 5 1.073.360 € 80.000 € 171.049 € 1.700.000 € 3.024.409 €
Design 6 706.980 € 120.000 € 171.049 € 1.700.000 € 2.698.029 €
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Clouds consideration

The price of the installation for 1 MW in Table 9.12 was calculated without any negative effects,
such as cloud coverage or high temperature, neither with any positive effects, such as rotation or
cooling. As clouds do have quite a negative effect on the power production, this should be taken
into account in the price estimation. According to the weather data discussed in Section 4.4, there
are 106 sun days on average in Vaasa. Assuming a 10% power efficiency during cloudy days.

Equation 9.3 calculates an efficiency factor of clouds. This is done by multiplying the number
of sunny days with 100% and adding the number of cloudy days multiplied 10%, and dividing
this total by 365 days. To account for this, the solar parks need to be increased by a factor of
1/0.36 = 2.8 for an average power production of 1 MW.

(106 ∗ 100) + (259 ∗ 10)

365
= 36.14% = 0.36 (9.3)

Table 9.13: Influence of clouds on the price

Price withouth clouds Price with cloud considered
Design 1 4.151.049 11.530.691
Design 2 4.151.049 11.530.691
Design 3 3.737.489 10.381.913
Design 4 3.607.489 10.020.802
Design 5 3.024.409 8.401.136
Design 6 2.698.029 7.494.525

9.13 Final prices including bonuses

The prices in Table 9.13 are based on the price for a 1 MW solar park, placed on land, taking
clouds into consideration. However, the base price is for 1 MW per design without taking the
benefits. Dividing the prices per MW without benefits by the efficiency gained it will result in the
price per MW with gains. This can be seen in Table 9.14

Table 9.14: Prices per MW, accounted for bonuses

Price per MW Price per MW
without gains with gains

Design 1 11.530.691 5.338.282
Design 2 11.530.691 5.338.282
Design 3 10.380.913 7.069.328
Design 4 10.020.802 5.661.470
Design 5 8.401.136 4.746.404
Design 6 7.494.525 3.823.737

9.14 Different Regions in the world

Because clouds are often present in Finland, other destinations with less clouds, like Spain or
California, were checked to see if it is more profitable to place solar parks in other countries.

9.14.1 Clouds in Spain

In Spain, the weather is more appropriate than in Finland regarding to solar energy. In fact, there
are about 206 sunny days in Spain as was said before in Section 7.3. In order to have an idea for
comparison the same calculation which was done before for Finland is made now for Spain and
shown in the Table 9.15. The price per MW without gains is generally lower as there are more
sunny days. As such a park for an average of 1 MW does not have to be that big.
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Table 9.15: Clouds effects in Spain

Price per MW
without gains

Price per MW
with gains

Design 1 5.609.526 2.597.003
Design 2 5.609.526 2.597.003
Design 3 5.050.661 3.435.824
Design 4 4.874.985 2.754.229
Design 5 4.087.039 2.309.062
Design 6 3.645.985 1.860.196

In conclusion, it seems to be more interesting, if we take in consideration clouds effects, to put
a solar park in Spain than in Finland because there are more sunny days.

9.14.2 Clouds in California

In California, sun days are even more common than in Spain. Indeed, there are around 325 sun
days in this country. The calculation in the Table 9.16 shows the same calculation that was made
before for Finland and Spain.

Table 9.16: Clouds effects in California

Price per MW
without gains

Price per MW
with gains

Design 1 4.612.277 2.135.313
Design 2 4.612.277 2.135.313
Design 3 4.152.766 2.825.011
Design 4 4.008.321 2.264.588
Design 5 3.360.454 1.898,562
Design 6 2,997,810 1,529,495

To conclude,it is seen that the price is lower than in Spain and Finland because there are more
sunny days. It seems to be the best place among the considered to install a solar park according
to the cost calculation. But other aspects have to be taken into account, such as the temperature
on the panels, the price of land or the area available. In fact, a cooling system will have to be
added if the temperatures get too high.Also the price of land could be more expensive than in
other countries.
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9.15 Conclusion

In this chapter multiple designs were discussed. For each design a cost estimation per module is
made together with the cost for 1 MW. In this initial cost estimation, no negative effects or positive
effects are considered. The first two designs are build up of a hexagonal floating structure with
an array of panels on top, with the only difference being the method of rotation. Both designs are
estimated to cost around 2.2 million euros. The next two designs are based on a cylindrical floater,
one with the panels bend on top of the cylinder and the other with the panels on a structure.
These two designs cost around 1.7 and 1.6 million euros respectively. The last two designs are
also in the same price range.

After discussing all the designs, they were compared to each other in Table 9.9. Each of the
possible benefits are totalled for each design to show the possible power production for the price
stated.

The feasibility of putting the designs on land is also discussed by looking at the land price,
connection to the power grid, etc. These figures can be seen in Table 9.12. However, the prices were
calculated without taking the clouds in consideration. The Table 9.13 takes this into consideration
and notices that Finland is not the most appropriate country to develop the idea of solar parks.
At last the price per MW for each design when the possible bonuses were taken into consideration
were calculated and displayed in Table 9.14. This shows that Design 6, the pole design, is the
cheapest to build a 1 MW solar park.
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10.1 Introduction

In this chapter the experiments that have been done will be discussed. Firstly the general
measurement setup is explained. This is the electrical schematic and Arduino code. After the
general measurement each experiment is laid out and discussed. The goal for this project was
to build a prototype for testing. However, due to time constraints, it was not possible to build
a prototype able to tilt and rotate. The best thing possible was to create a measurement setup
measuring the power produced from a panel.

10.2 General measurement setup

10.2.1 Electronics

Figure 10.1: Schematic of the electronics used to
measure the power output

The electronics in the measurement setup are
relatively simple. The goal of the setup is
to measure the power output of the solar
panel at any given moment. The circuit
consists on a power supply, which is the solar
panel, with a load resistor (Figure 10.2a)
connected to it. In series with this load is an
ampere-meter (Figure 10.2b) connected to an
Arduino. Parallel to both, the ampere-meter
and the load is a voltage divider (Figure 10.2c).
The code that is running on the Arduino can
be seen in Appendix C.

The current sensor is powered through an
Arduino Uno (Figure 10.3a 5V supply and has
a signal cable to the A1 pin of the Arduino.
The voltage divider is only connected to the
Arduino by the signal pin to A0. On top of
the Arduino is an SD card shield (Figure 10.3b) and an SD card for data logging. The Arduino
is programmed to do a measurement on both devices and calculate the power with a certain time
interval in between. This data gets stored on the SD card as raw numbers.

(a) 100 Watt resistor (b) Ampere sensor (c) Voltage divider

Figure 10.2: Electronics parts

(a) Arduino Uno (b) SD card and shield for arduino

Figure 10.3: Microcontroller and data logger setup

All the measurements have been done on the roof of the Technobothnia building.
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10.3 Measurements

10.3.1 Sunny with one cloud

In Figure 10.4 a graph of the power output of the panel can be seen. At first, the sun was shining
directly on the panel. But between 18 and 240 seconds the sun was covered by a cloud. As soon
as the cloud covered, the sun the power output dropped from 15 to 10 Watts. After the cloud
moved away, the power output fluctuated between 15 and 25 Watts. The cause of this fluctuation
could be some very small or light clouds. These simple measurements show that cloud coverage
reduces the power output of a solar panel significantly.

Figure 10.4: Power graph during a could covering the sun, in otherwise sunny weather

10.3.2 Tilting the panel

Continues measurement

The second measurement is done during tilting of the panel. Figure 10.5b shows the panel being
tilted towards the sun. This quick measurement was done by hand and no angle was measured.
In the graph in Figure 10.5a it can be seen that while tilting the power output is somewhere
between 20 and 25 Watt but after putting it down, the power only reaches 15 Watt. This shows
that decreasing the angle incidence has a positive effect on the power generation. This is however
expected from the theory explained in Section 5.3

(a) Power graph of tilting the panel (b) Tilting the panel
towards the sun

Figure 10.5: Tilting panel
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Multiple tilts

With another measurements, three tilts were measured seperataly for 10 seconds. An average is
taken and the standard deviation from this measurement was calculated. During the 10 second
measurement and assumption can be made that external situations have not changed, and as
such the power output follows a normal distribution. From this a 95% range can be calculated to
see where the output will be if the test is repeated. If, with a different tilt, these ranges do not
coincide, it can be concluded that tilt does affect the power production.

In Table 10.1 a table can be seen where the panel is tilted in three angles. Looking at the 95%
max for the 0 °tilt and the 95% min for the 12 °tilt, it can be concluded that a better tilt towards
the sun increases the power output. The same can be said for 12°and 30 °tilt.

Table 10.2 shows the same values but just for the current. The Voltage levels are shown in
Table 10.3. There you can see that the current draw from the barely increases. The mean current
at 12°tilt is within the 95% range of the current at 30°tilt. As such it can not be stated that
this increase in tilt has increased the current output. The voltage however shows a very distinct
increment when tilting towards the sun. This explains the power raise.

Table 10.1: Wattage average and 95% normal distribution range

Mean Standard deviation 95% min 95% max
0 37.95 0.68 36.59 39.31
12 43.04 0.86 41.32 44.76
30 46.89 0.87 45.16 48.62

Table 10.2: Amperage average and 95% normal distribution range

Mean Standard deviation 95% min 95% max
0 2.31 0.04 2.23 2.39
12 2.47 0.05 2.37 2.57
30 2.57 0.04 2.47 2.67

Table 10.3: Voltage average and 95% normal distribution range

Mean Standard deviation 95% min 95% max
0 16.37 0.02 16.33 16.41
12 17.39 0.02 17.36 17.42
30 18.22 0.05 18.13 18.31

10.3.3 Cloudy day

This measurement was a quick test to see if during a cloudy day some power could be generated.
As can be seen from the graph in Figure 10.6a, the power generation during the 3 minutes
measurement did not go higher than 5.5 Watts. This shows that during complete clouds barely
any power is generated.

(a) Power graph during a cloudy day (b) Weather at the
cloudy day

Figure 10.6: Simple measurement setup during a cloudy day
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10.3.4 Long test

As part of the experiments, a four hours long measurement has been taken. In the graph in Figure
10.7a it can be seen that even during a sunny day, the power produced varies a lot. This might
be due to tiny clouds or a shadow passing over the panel. As the panel is made up of two parallel
series of cells, if one cell is covered with a shadow only half the power will be produced. Looking
at the power produced, this varies between 20-25 watt to 40-45 watt.

(a) Measurements from the nearly 4 hour continuous measurement of the
current, voltage and wattage

(b) The weather at
that day

Figure 10.7: Results of the measurement

10.3.5 Mirrors test

Figure 10.8: mirrors test

To test the effect of mirrors in the photovoltaic cell, we placed four reflecting surfaces in order
to concentrate the sun rays on the cell, like Picture 10.8 shows. After one hour, a normal cell
in the sun direction was at 39° Celsius whereas the testing cell with mirrors was at 91°C.This
is 52°C of difference, which implies a drop in efficiency of about 25%. We could see at the end
of the experiment that the plastic frame of cell was curved by the heat, but no other damages
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were observed. However, it is recommended to install a cooling system when mirrors are added
to counteract the huge drop of efficiency due to the additional heat.

10.4 Conclusion

In this chapter the measurement setup is discussed as well as the measurements taken. At the
end of the project there was not enough time to set up all the experiments desired, but a few
results were extracted. First of all, it has been found that mirrors, while being able to increase
power production, require both a solar tracking device and a cooling system for working properly
without damaging the panels. The experiments described in Section 10.3.2 showed that orienting
the panels towards the sun positively affects the power production. These measurements coincide
with the theory discussed. One long time measurement was done with sunny weather.It showed
that the power production during a long time varies severely. Next to that, mirrors were placed
around a solar cell in order to compared its performance with a cell without mirrors.
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11.1 Introduction

In this chapter different elements of Project Management will be discussed. This work done helped
us to schedule the project, assign tasks to team members and overall development. Some tools
that have been helpful will be discussed.

11.2 Project Management overview

In appendix D.1 an overview of the Project-management schedule can be seen. If a person has
worked on a particular task, the working hours are shown as well. The resources used for this task
are shown in the next column. The resources include not only the material and software used but
also the people who had worked on the task. Recurring tasks, such as the weekly meetings are
also shown up in the schedule.

Next to that the individual worksheets of every teem member are shown in appendix D.2.
Each group member has around 300 hours of planned work. Of course in reality we worked more
hours on this project because it is impossible to plan every single hour of every person. The main
tasks of the project do represent these 300 hours.

11.2.1 RACI Matrix

The first thing that is discussed is the RACI matrix. This is a table which shows who is
Responsible, Accountable, Consulted or Informed of each task. This matrix makes it easier for
team management to know as a person which task is your responsibility.

The team members that are responsible for a task are those that have to execute it. They can
get this task from the person that is accountable for this task.

The accountable team member for a certain task is the person who manages that specific tasks
and makes sure it is finished on time. This person has to work on it as well but can ask other
team members to help them.

The consulted role is for people who’s opinion is of importance to a certain task. These people
need to be consulted before important decisions on that task are taken.

Informed team members are the least important for a task. Those team members are just kept
up to date on a certain task.

IN Figure 11.1 the RACI matrix is shown. It can be seen that every task at least one person
who is Accountable and one responsible. Depending on the task the other teammates are either
informed are consulted.

Figure 11.1: Raci Matrix
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11.2.2 Belbin Tests

The Belbin Test is a good tool to get an idea of which kind of roles the team members can best fulfil.
This test consists of a questionnaire which will result in a spiderweb plot of certain personality
types. This will allow to discover the potential strengths and vigilance of team members.

Let’s read the description of each people of the FloSoP Team :

Gilles Belis: My biggest role will be shaper. I can provide the necessary drive to ensure that
the team keeps moving and does not lose focus or momentum. I can be prone to provocation,
and may sometimes offend people’s feelings. My second role is implementer, so I need to plan a
workable strategy and carry it out as efficiently as possible. My strength here is that I turn ideas
into actions and organises work that needs to be done. My third role is team worker, using their
versatility to identify the work required and completing it on behalf of the team.

Figure 11.2: Gilles Belbin test

Mathieu de Oliveira: My best strength role is as team worker because I find it very interesting
to work in a team, listen the ideas of each people, compare and look for the best one. Also, when
you have a problem, different people’ skills can help you to solve it in order to do not stay alone
in front of the problem. After, I have 3 others main competences which are finisher, shaper and
implementer. I like to organize, plan my work and I need to have a clear idea of the project and
know what people are going to do.

Figure 11.3: Mathieu Belbin test

Pascal Vrignon: I am relatively versatile with a tendency to shaper. I am a task-focused people
who pursues objectives with vigor and who is driven by tremendous energy and the need to achieve.
Two other skills also characterize me: coordinator and plant. I can be stepping back to see the
big picture. I recognize abilities in others and delete tasks to the right person for the job. More,
like plants, I am creative, unorthodox and generators of ideas but tend to ignore incidentals. The
Plant often has a hard time communicating ideas to others. Many ideas are generated without
sufficient discernment or the impetus to follow the ideas through to action.
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Figure 11.4: Pascal Belbin test

Andrés Cortés Mart́ın: My characteristic role is resource investigator, this means that I am
enthusiastic and outgoing, and that I can find new ideas for the project. But this also means that
I may be over-optimistic in some situations, and eventually losing the interest. My second role is
plant; this implies that I am a creative person, good at solving problems by lateral thinking, but
that I can be forgetful, and that I can worry too much about how to communicate effectively.

Figure 11.5: Andrés Belbin test

Rick Winters: Looking at the spiderweb plot in Figure 11.6, the two personalities that pop up
are a finisher and implementer. This I can recognise from previous projects. A finisher is very
recognisable as i always spend a lot of time on the final report of a project, making as perfect as
can be. An implementer is also recognisable as i have done a lot of side projects in programming
and automating things. Next to that i have also implemented quite a few algorithms in Matlab
to do a certain kind of data analysis, which is my speciality.

Figure 11.6: Rick Belbin test
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11.3 Logo

For the task of designing both the logotype and the brand image of the project, we wanted to reflect
the union between solar panels and water, which is inherent to our project. Firstly, we started
proposing complex and overloaded designs, such as the shown in the image 11.7, but eventually
we change our mind to focus on more simple and discreet design, reaching the chosen logo. In the
logo is described a solar panel emerging among the waves, accompanied by the acronym FloSoP,
standing for ”Floating Solar Park” in a black and blue typography. The final logotype can be seen
in the front page.

Figure 11.7: First logos designed

11.4 Project cost

To calculate the cost of the project an hourly rate of 50 €/h was considered. The calculated hours
are the minimum done, only the hours filed to a task were registered. This means that more time
was actually spent on the project. In Table 11.1 a total of the work hours can be seen. This means
that the project would have costed 75,300 €. Including a prototype the cost would go to 75,654
€.

Table 11.1: Total working hours of each team members and a total

Name Hours

Gilles 303
Mathieu 299
Pascal 301
Andres 299
Rick 304
Total 1,506

Figure 11.8 shows a block diagram of the hours worked per month of every person for each
month. The work hours in February are less because there were lectures to be attended. May has
less hours as well as the project had to be delivered half of May, so there was less working days.
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Figure 11.8: Block diagram of hours worked per person and month
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12.1 Introduction

Throughout the entire present project, many ideas have been proposed in order to design and
study the profitability of an offshore solar plant. In this chapter, a small summary will be given of
the complete report. Each part is briefly discussed, together some results. At the end, the results
that are gathered are compared to the goal of the project in order to see if the goal has been met
or not.

12.2 Research and background information

At the beginning of the report (Chapter 2), the current situation of solar floating parks was
studied. It was found that some floating solar parks already exist and there are more plans to
build these parks. Chapter 3 discusses the technology of solar panels and the physics on how it
works.

On the following chapter (4), the factors which affect the solar panels were discussed. First
of all, the influence of temperature was studied. The higher the temperature is, the lower the
efficiency. This effect is important, since it can be used in a positive way. Next to that, the effect
of the position of the sun relative to the panel’s angle is discussed which is followed by weather.
The chapter ends by discussing the effects of clouds on the power production.

Knowing the factors that influence solar panels efficiency, work has been done to try and use
these effects favourably to increase the power output of the solar panels. This is discussed in
Chapter 5. First, an analysis of the cooling was done. A detailed analysis of cooling the panels
by submerging was done, reaching the conclusion that theoretically submerging the panels for a
certain time can improve the overall efficiency by a small amount. However, these results should
be considered as a first hint about the possibility of cooling the panels and therefore, practical
study should be done to effectively prove this. Next to this, an analysis of forced water cooling
was done. This resulted in an always negative result, meaning that this method is inappropriate
to improve the efficiency.

Another way of improving solar panel performance is by making them follow the sun. This
way the panels will produce the maximum power output when the sun is up. This was analysed
by numerical simulations which determined that there is a huge increase in efficiency, especially
in higher latitudes where the days are long in summer and short in winter. These numerical
simulations, however, did not take cloud coverage into consideration. Next to this, the usage of
mirrors to increase efficiency was examined. First, flat mirrors were studied. The study revealed
that theoretically performance could be increased up to a 80% according to Figure 5.16. However,
this figure also shows that very large mirrors are needed. It is necessary to have a full solar tracking
system when mirrors are used and a cooling system to counteract the additional heat generated
is recommended. Next, a simulation with Comsol Multiphisycs was done to analyse the possible
usage of parabolic mirrors. The results achieved shown that mirrors require full solar tracking in
order to work properly. Otherwise, they would have a counter-productive effect.

Finally, the effect of dust and snow over the solar panels was studied. With a minimum of
snow coverage, the panels produce zero output. So, cleaning the snow of the panels, either on a
passive or an active way, is mandatory in Finland.

In Chapter 6, the last chapter of the Part I, a brief study of the main components of a solar
park is discussed.
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12.3 Design ideas

Part II started with some design considerations. Different topics were discussed such as different
kind of floating structures or the best location of the solar farm. Regarding to weather data,
it seems not very interesting to install a park in Finland due to very little sun hours and a big
maintenance against ice and snow. Two other places were investigated, Andalusia in Spain and
California in USA, where the amount of sun is high.

The necessity of keeping the water ice free was also studied. A design based on a sprinkler
system was thought of. However, the energy cost of preventing the ice is too high and it would
make the installation unprofitable in energy and financial terms.

A morphological overview is discussed in Chapter 8. This discussion started with a matrix
with ideas for rotation, anchoring, structure, antifreeze system, solar tracking and cleaning. Next
to that, all of the ideas were discussed. This overview was the basis for several designs the team
came up with over the course of the project.

These designs were displayed on the following chapter (Chapter 9) with advantages and
disadvantages of each one. Firstly, the devices present in every design were described in order to
start later explaining the particularities of each.

Six designs were described. After calculating the cost of each design for 1 MW production,
taking into consideration the positive effects of,, for example, rotation and tilt or cooling, the
designs could be compared to each other. Table 9.14 shows the price of each design located in
Finland. This shows that the third design (discussed in Section 9.6) is the most expensive and
the last design (discussed in Section 9.9) is the cheapest to build.

12.4 Measurements

The next chapter (Chapter 10) of the report discusses the measurements taken at the end.
This chapter starts with the measurement setup. Multiple measurements are discussed showing
similarities to the theoretical background.

12.5 Project management

Finally, the report finished with the explanation of how the project management was done. The
Work Breakdown Structure was the first part of our project. After finishing the WBS, the planning
was started. Microsoft office Projectmanager was used as task planner. In this tool, all the tasks
per people in the team were filled. Moreover, an hour planning in time was made to know the
tasks which has to be made during the 4 months. This way, the plan was followed during whole
the project. A cost calculation is also present. Also, the work hour cost of the 5 team members
and the cost of the prototype were calculated. The cost is €75.654. To finish this chapter, a work
time graphic which shows the work hours of every group member divided over the 4 months is
shown.

12.6 Goal

The goal of this project was to design a concept of a working floating solar park system, estimating
the yearly power output, building and testing a prototype design to study the feasibility and
advantages of a floating solar park.

This goal can be divided into multiple part. Designing a concept park, estimating the power
output and testing a prototype. Multiple concepts have been designed and discussed, as such
this part of the goal is reached. A single module for each design has an estimated power output.
However, for cost estimations, a solar park of 1 MW power output has been used. As such this
part of the goal is reached as well. A measurement setup was made and some measurements have
been done. However, a prototype able to tilt and rotate was not made. This part of the goal is
not reached.
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12.7 Conclusion

Gathering all the data and research collected during this project, it is concluded that building a
floating solar park in Finland is not feasible. The reason for this is that powering a system that
keeps the water from freezing is in terms of energy and financially unprofitable. Other factors
such as low sun days make it difficult as well. However, creating a floating solar park in other
locations closer to the equator is feasible though a practical test and deeper study should be done
before a commercially viable plant is constructed.
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A.1 Numerical simulation of solar panel, rotating with the
sun, fixed tilt

1 clear all

2 close all

3 clc

4 warning off

5 load elevationangles

6 % Load in the elevationangles data

7 elevationangles = angles;

8 % Put the values in the 'elevationangles' variable

9 folder = 'C:\Dropbox\Saxion\4e jaar\EPS finland Floating Solar Park\EPS Floating Solar Park\numerical simulation

10

11 basepower = 75;

12 % Watt

13 timestep = 1;

14 % In minutes

15 minutes = 1:1/60:24;

16 % Array of minutes troughout the day

17 SPangle = 0:1:90;

18 % Array of tilt-angles of the solar panel

19 tic

20 % Start timer

21

22 yearlyplot = 0;

23

24 parfor u = 1:91

25 % Parallel loop over all tilt angles, Multiple proceses get started

26 % where each process calculates this loop iindependently of the other

27 Totalenergy(u) = 0;

28 % Create an array of Totalenery

29 maxpower = [];

30 % Set maxpower to an empty array, this gets added to the cell-matrix

31 Maxpower{u} = [];

32 % Create a cell-matrix entry that is an empty array.

33 Totaldailyenergy{u} = [];

34 % Set the cell-matrix entry to an empty array

35 totaldailyenergy = [];

36 % Create an ampty array representing the total powergenerated for each

37 % day in the month.

38 for i = 2:366

39 % Loop over all days in the year

40 strcat('current: ',num2str(SPangle(u)),' deg days',num2str(i),'/365')

41 % Update the user through command window

42

43 % Calculate efficiencies based on elevation angles

44 angles = elevationangles(i,:);

45 % Load in elevation angle data of this day

46 weights = (angles > -1);

47 % Find which values of the angles are used to fitting the curve

48 fitted = fit((1:1:24)',angles','cubicinterp','weight',weights);

49 % Fit the angles of the sun with a cubic interpolated fit

50 minuteangles = fitted(minutes);

51 % Apply the fit to find the angles per minute

52 ind = minuteangles < 0;

53 % Find where the sun hasnt risen yet

54 SPangles = minuteangles + SPangle(u);

55 % Apply the rotation of the solar panel

56 SPangles(SPangles>90) = 90 - (SPangles(SPangles>90)-90);

57 % Make sure the angle goes down again

58 SPangles(ind) = 0;

59

60 %from here we calculate the energy produced per minute assuming

61 %perfect weather condition

62 efficiencies = 1 - cosd(SPangles);

63 % Calculate the efficiency of the panel regarding the angle of the

64 % sun on the panel

65 power = basepower .* efficiencies;

66 % Multiply with base power to get power for every minute

67 output = power .* 60;

68 % Calculate total output

69 Totalenergy(u) = Totalenergy(u) + sum(output);

70 % Summarize total output
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71 totaldailyenergy = [totaldailyenergy, sum(output)];

72 maxpower = [maxpower, max(power)];

73 % Remember the max power output of this day

74 end

75 %After a year, plot the maximum power output vs of each day

76 if yearlyplot == 1

77 figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])

78 grid on

79 hold on

80 plot(1:365,maxpower)

81 xlabel('days')

82 ylabel('Maximum power output')

83 legend('power (W)')

84 title(strcat('Maximum power output of panel rated at 75W, each day of the year, at ',num2str(SPan

85 saveas(gca, strcat(folder,'\Max_power_over_time_at_angle_',num2str(u),'_rotational_tracking'),'

86 close all

87 end

88 Maxpower{u} = maxpower;

89 Totaldailyenergy{u} = totaldailyenergy;

90 end

91

92 ind = find(Totalenergy == max(Totalenergy));

93

94 %after looping over the SP angle the total power generated over a year gets

95 %plotted vs the angle

96 figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])

97 grid on

98 hold on

99 plot(SPangle,Totalenergy)

100 line([SPangle(1),SPangle(end)],[max(Totalenergy),max(Totalenergy)],'Color','r')

101 Ylim = get(gca,'ylim');

102 line([SPangle(ind),SPangle(ind)],[Ylim(1),Ylim(2)],'Color','r')

103 xlabel({'Rotation (deg)',' ';

104 'Max power generation at angle: ',num2str(SPangle(ind))})

105 ylabel('Total power generation (J)')

106 legend('power generated')

107 title('Total power generated of a solar panel at a certain angle')

108 saveas(gca, strcat(folder,'Yearly_energy_creation_per_angle'),'png')

109 toc

110 save('Max_power_per_day_per_angle_rotational_tracking','Maxpower')

111 save('Total_daily_energy_per_day_per_angle_rotational_tracking','Totaldailyenergy')

A.2 Numerical simulation of solar panel, not rotating with
the sun, fixed tilt

1 clear all

2 close all

3 clc

4 warning off

5

6 load elevationangles

7 % Load in the elevationangles data

8 load azimuth.mat

9 % Load in the azimuthangles data

10 elevationangles = angles;

11 % Put the values in the 'elevationangles' variable

12 folder = 'C:\Dropbox\Saxion\4e jaar\EPS finland Floating Solar Park\EPS Floating Solar Park\numerical simulation

13

14 basepower = 75;

15 % Watt

16 SPazimuth = 180;

17 % Angle on a compass of the solar panel face

18 timestep = 1;

19 % In minutes

20 minutes = 1:1/60:24;

21 % Array of minutes throughout the day

22 SPangle = 0:1:90;

23 % Array of tilt-angles of the solar panel

24 tic

25 % Starts timer

26 dailyplot = 0;
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27 yearlyplot = 1;

28

29 parfor u = 1:91

30 % Parallel loop over all tilt angles, Multiple processes get started

31 % where each process calculates this loop independently of the others

32 % and at the same time, speeding up the process

33 Totalenergy(u) = 0;

34 % create an array of Totalenergy

35 Maxpower{u} = [];

36 % Create an cell-matrix of MaxPower

37 maxpower = [];

38 % Set maxpower to an empty array, this array gets added to the cell

39 % matrix

40 totaldailyenergy = [];

41 % Create an empty array representing the total power generated for each

42 % day in the month

43 Totaldailyenergy{u} = [];

44 % Set the cell-matrix entry to an empty array

45 for i = 2:366

46 % Loop over all days in the year

47 strcat('current: ',num2str(SPangle(u)),' deg days',num2str(i),'/365')

48 %Update the user through command window

49

50 %calculate efficiencies based on elevation angles

51 angles = elevationangles(i,:);

52 % Load in elevation angle data of this day

53 weights = (angles > -1);

54 % Find which values of the angles are used to fitting the curve

55 fitted = fit((1:1:24)',angles','cubicinterp','weight',weights);

56 % Fit the angles of the sun with a cubic interpolated fit

57 minuteangles = fitted(minutes);

58 % Apply the fit to find the angles per minute

59 ind = minuteangles < 0;

60 % Find where the sun hasnt risen yet

61 SPangles = minuteangles + SPangle(u);

62 % Apply the rotation of the solar panel

63 SPangles(SPangles>90) = 90 - (SPangles(SPangles>90)-90);

64 % Make sure the angle goes down again

65 SPangles(ind) = 0;

66 elevation_efficiencies = 1 - cosd(SPangles);

67 % Calculate the efficiency of the panel regarding the angle of the

68 % sun on the panel

69

70 %calculate efficiencies based on azimuth angle differenc

71 azimuth_current = azimuth(i,:);

72 % Load in azimuth angles of the sun this day

73 weights = azimuth_current > 0;

74 % Only take the azimuth of the sun into consideration where it has

75 % risen to fit it for every minute

76 fitted = fit((1:1:24)',azimuth_current','d.*x.ˆ3+a.*x.ˆ2+b.*x+c','weight',weights);

77 % Fit the azimuth with a cubic fit

78 azimuth_fitted = fitted(minutes);

79 % Evaluate fit

80 azdifference = abs(azimuth_fitted - SPazimuth);

81 % Calculate difference in azimuthe angle

82 azdifference(azdifference > 90) = 90;

83 % If its bigger than 90 degrees, set it to 90 degrees

84 azimuthefficiencies = 1-sind(azdifference);

85 % Calculate efficiency in the same way elevation efficiency is

86 % calculated. as a first assumption this should do

87

88 efficiencies = azimuthefficiencies .* elevation_efficiencies;

89 % Multiply elevation and azimuth together to get total efficiency

90 power = basepower .* efficiencies;

91 % Multiply with base power to get power for every minute

92 output = power .* 60;

93 % Calculate total output

94 Totalenergy(u) = Totalenergy(u) + sum(output);

95 % Summarize total output

96 totaldailyenergy = [totaldailyenergy, sum(output)];

97 % Remember total daily output in array

98 maxpower = [maxpower, max(power)];

99 % Remember the max power output of this day

100

101 if dailyplot == 1

102 % This plot is used for debugging purposes
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103 figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])

104 grid on

105 hold on

106 plot(minutes,azimuthefficiencies.*100)

107 plot(minutes,elevation_efficiencies.*100)

108 plot(minutes,efficiencies.*100)

109 plot(minutes,azdifference);

110 plot(minutes,SPangles);

111 plot(minutes,power);

112 xlabel('Hours')

113 ylabel('data')

114 legend('azef','elef','eff','azdiff','SPangles','power')

115 title('eu')

116 end

117 end

118

119 %After a year, plot the maximum power output of each day

120 if yearlyplot == 1

121 figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])

122 grid on

123 hold on

124 plot(1:365,maxpower)

125 xlabel('days')

126 ylabel('Maximum power output')

127 legend('power (W)')

128 title(strcat('Maximum power output of panel rated at 75W, each day of the year, at ',num2str(SPan

129 saveas(gca, strcat(folder,'Max_power_over_time_at_angle_',num2str(u),'_no_rotational_tracking'),

130 close all

131 end

132 Maxpower{u} = maxpower;

133 % Save max power output per day in cell-matrix, so that Matlab main

134 % process can acces it

135 Totaldailyenergy{u} = totaldailyenergy;

136 % Save totaldailyenergy to cell-matrix, so that main process can acces

137 % it

138 end

139

140 ind = find(Totalenergy == max(Totalenergy));

141 % Find the index of the maximum total energy, this is also the optimum

142 % angle

143

144 %Plots total energy output vs solar panel angle, with crossing lines at

145 %optimum place

146 figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])

147 grid on

148 hold on

149 plot(SPangle,Totalenergy)

150 line([SPangle(1),SPangle(end)],[max(Totalenergy),max(Totalenergy)],'Color','r')

151 Ylim = get(gca,'ylim');

152 line([SPangle(ind),SPangle(ind)],[Ylim(1),Ylim(2)],'Color','r')

153 xlabel({'Rotation (deg)',' ';

154 'Max power generation at angle: ',num2str(SPangle(ind))})

155 ylabel('Total power generation (J)')

156 legend('power generated')

157 title('Total power generated of a solar panel at a certain angle')

158 saveas(gca, strcat(folder,'Yearly_energy_creation_per_tiltangle_no_rotational_tracking'),'png')

159 toc

160 save('Max_power_per_day_per_angle_facing_south','Maxpower')

161 save('Total_daily_energy_per_day_per_angle_facing_south','Totaldailyenergy')

A.3 Numerical simulation of solar panel, rotating and tilting
with the sun

1 clear all

2 close all

3 clc

4 warning off

5 load elevationangles

6 % Load in the elevationangles data

7 elevationangles = angles;

8 % Put the values in the 'elevationangles' variable
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9 folder = 'C:\Dropbox\Saxion\4e jaar\EPS finland Floating Solar Park\EPS Floating Solar Park\numerical simulation

10

11 basepower = 75;

12 % Watt

13 timestep = 1;

14 % In minutes

15 minutes = 1:1/60:24;

16 % Array of minutes in a day

17 tic

18 % Start timer

19 mintilt = 0;

20 % Minimun tilt of solar panel

21 maxtilt = 90;

22 % Maximum tilt of solar panel

23 yearlyplot = 1;

24 dailyplot = 0;

25

26 maxpower = [];

27 % Create an empty array of max power production per day

28 totaldailyenergy = [];

29 % Create an empty array of total energy production per day

30 Totalenergy = 0;

31 % Set Totalenergy to 0

32 for i = 2:366

33 % Loop over all days of the year

34 strcat('current: ',num2str(i-1),'/365')

35 % Update user over command window

36 angles = elevationangles(i,:);

37 % Load in elevation angle data of this day

38 weights = (angles > -1);

39 % Find which values of the angles are used to fitting the curve

40 fitted = fit((1:1:24)',angles','cubicinterp','weight',weights);

41 % Fit the angles of the sun with a cubic interpolated fit

42 minuteangles = fitted(minutes);

43 % Apply the fit to find the angles per minute

44 ind = minuteangles < 0;

45 % Find where the sun hasnt risen yet

46 SPangles = 90 - minuteangles;

47 % Inverse the angles so that 0 degree tilt is the panel on its side,

48 % facing the horizon, which coincides with 0 degree elevation of the

49 % sun

50 SPangles(SPangles ≥ maxtilt) = maxtilt;

51 % Limit the tilt of the panel to the maxtilt

52 SPangles(SPangles ≤ mintilt) = mintilt;

53 % Limit the tilt of the panel to the mintilt

54 angledif = invangles - SPangles;

55 % Calculate the difference of the SPnormal and SUN, there might be a

56 % difference because of tilt limitations

57 angledif(ind) = 90;

58 % Set the diff to 90 degrees when the sun hasn't risen yet, because

59 % cosd(90) = 0,

60

61 %from here we calculate the energy produced per minute assuming perfect

62 %weather condition

63 efficiencies = cosd(angledif);

64 % Calculate the efficiency of the panel regarding the angle of the sun

65 % on the panel

66 power = basepower .* efficiencies;

67 % Multiply with base power to get power for every minute

68 output = power .* 60;

69 % Calculate total output

70 Totalenergy = Totalenergy + sum(output);

71 % Summarize total output

72 totaldailyenergy = [totaldailyenergy, sum(output)];

73 % Keep track of totaldaily energy

74 maxpower = [maxpower, max(power)];

75 % Remember the max power output of this day

76 if dailyplot == 1

77 figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])

78 grid on

79 hold on

80 plot(minutes,efficiencies.*100)

81 plot(minutes,SPangles);

82 plot(minutes,angledif);

83 plot(minutes,power);

84 xlabel('Hours')
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85 ylabel('data')

86 legend('eff','SPangles','angledif','power')

87 title('eu')

88 end

89 end

90 %After a year, plot the maximum power output vs of each day

91 if yearlyplot == 1

92 figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])

93 grid on

94 hold on

95 plot(1:365,totaldailyenergy)

96 xlabel({'days';

97 strcat('Total energy produced = ',num2str(Totalenergy),' (J)')})

98 ylabel('Total energy produced')

99 title(strcat('Total energy creation of panel rated at 75W, each day of the year, rotating and tilting

100 saveas(gca, strcat(folder,'Total_power_per_day_yearly_rotational_tracking_tilt_tracking'),'png')

101 figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])

102 grid on

103 hold on

104 plot(1:365,maxpower)

105 xlabel('days')

106 ylabel('Max power output per day')

107 title('Max power output per day of panel rated at 75W, each day of the year, rotating and tilting with

108 saveas(gca, strcat(folder,'Maximumn_power_output_per_day_rotational_tracking_tilt_tracking'),'png')

109 end

110

111 save('Total_daily_energy_per_day_rotational_tracking_tilt_tracking','totaldailyenergy')

112 save('Max_power_per_day_rotational_tracking_tilt_tracking','maxpower')
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Appendix B

Heat calculation results

Figure B.1: Results achieved for the case of cooling the panels by plunging them directly into the
water. Starting at 25°C.

Figure B.2: Results achieved for the case of cooling the panels by plunging them directly into the
water. Starting at 30°C.

Figure B.3: Results achieved for the case of cooling the panels by plunging them directly into the
water. Starting at 35°C.

Figure B.4: Results achieved for the case of cooling the panels by plunging them directly into the
water. Starting at 40°C.

Figure B.5: Results achieved for the case of cooling the panels by plunging them directly into the
water. Starting at 47°C.
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Figure B.6: Results achieved for the case of cooling the panels by pouring water over them.
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Arduino code

119
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1 // This is the code used for data logging in the measurement setup

2 // of the Floating solar park module.

3
4 #include <SPI.h>

5 #include <SD.h>

6
7 //values that CAN be changed

8 bool outputtofile = true;

9 //if you want to output the measurement data to a file or not.

10 bool givetitle = false;

11 //if you want to give a title to the document or not.

12 int waittime = 500;

13 //number of milliseconds between measurements.

14 float voltmultiplier = 1;

15 //multiplies the measured voltage by this number. the voltage sensor

16 / used in the prototype multiplies the actual voltage with (7/37).

17
18 //values that CAN NOT be changed

19 bool cardpresent = false;

20 //tracks if a card is present or not

21 bool titlegiven = false;

22 //tracks if a title is given or not

23 int mVperAmp = 100;

24 // 185 for the 5 A, 100 for the 20 A, 66 for the 30 A.

25 int ACSoffset = 2500;

26 //offset in millivolt for the ampmeter

27 const int chipSelect = 10;

28 //which pin the sd card communicates to

29 String filename = "";

30 //filename for the datalogging

31
32 // the setup routine runs once when you press reset:

33 void setup() {

34 // initialize serial communication at 9600 bits per second:

35 Serial.begin(9600);

36 // set the builtin led to output, this will turn on when data is

37 // being written to sd card

38 pinMode(LED_BUILTIN, OUTPUT);

39 if (outputtofile) {

40 while (!cardpresent) {

41 //if the card is not present, and a title must be given

42 if (!SD.begin(chipSelect)) {

43 //if beginning the SD card is not possible, print

44 // error message

45 Serial.println("Card failed, or not present, trying again in 5s");

46 // don't do anything more:

47 delay(5000);

48 }

49 else {

50 //if sd card is found

51 cardpresent = true;

52 if (givetitle) {

53 //if a title must be given ...

54 Serial.println("card initialized. waiting for filename input");

55 while (!titlegiven) {

56 // wait for a serial data string to be present and set

57 // that as title

58 if (Serial.available()) {

59 filename = String(Serial.readString());

60 filename = filename + ".txt";
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61 titlegiven = true;

62 Serial.println(filename);

63 }

64 }

65 }

66 else {

67 // otherwise set "datalog.txt" as filename

68 filename = String("datalog.txt");

69 Serial.println("filename set to \"datalog.txt\" ");

70 File datafile = SD.open(filename, FILE_WRITE);

71 datafile.println("starting new measurement on this line");

72 datafile.close();

73 }

74 }

75 }

76 } // end of setting up sd card

77 // normalizing amp sensor

78 int ACSoffset = analogRead(A1);

79 }

80
81 // the loop routine runs over and over again forever:

82 void loop() {

83 int voltValue = analogRead(A0);

84 float voltage = voltValue * (5.0 / 1023.0) * voltmultiplier;

85 int ampValue = analogRead(A1);

86 float ampvoltage = (ampValue / 1024.0) * 5000;

87 float amp = ((ampvoltage - ACSoffset) / mVperAmp);

88
89 if (outputtofile) {

90 String datastring = String(voltage) + "," + String(amp) + "," + String(voltage

91 File dataFile = SD.open(filename, FILE_WRITE);

92 if (dataFile) {

93 digitalWrite(LED_BUILTIN, HIGH);

94 dataFile.println(datastring);

95 Serial.println("printing " + String(datastring) + " to sd card");

96 dataFile.close();

97 digitalWrite(LED_BUILTIN, LOW);

98 }

99 else {

100 Serial.println("error opening datalog.txt");

101 }

102 }

103 else {

104 Serial.print(voltage);

105 Serial.print("\t");

106 Serial.print(amp);

107 Serial.print("\t");

108 Serial.println(voltage * amp);

109 }

110 delay(waittime);

111 }
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Appendix D

Project Management overview

D.1 Gantt diagrams

123
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D.2 Individual Worksheets
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